Thank you for your download! I hope the activities provided within are a great new
resource for your classroom.
This file and all of its contents are for your own personal or classroom use only. In
downloading this file, you agree to its terms of use.

You may:
 use this resource in your own
classroom or home
 include pictures of students using
the product in a blog post as long
as proper credit is given, including
a link to the product in my store
 purchase additional licenses at a
discount to use the resource in
more than one classroom

You may NOT:
 share this product with others
 upload the product to any website
or online storage system, including
Amazon Inspire or a school district
website
 create derivative works or copy it to
make a similar product
 resell or use the product for
commercial purposes

If you have any questions or need any minor changes, I’m happy to
help. Please email me at primarythemepark@gmail.com.
Thanks, again! I hope this is your best year of teaching yet!

Stephanie Trapp
I’d love to share more ideas
and resources with you! Stop by
my blog, Primary Theme Park,
for activities, ideas, and
printables for the elementary
classroom.

Let’s Connect!

This file and its contents are Copyright © 2014-2019, Stephanie Trapp www.primarythemepark.com
All rights reserved.

Fractured Fairy Tales
Authors often take a fairy tale story that we all know
and change it up a bit to retell it in a fun, new way.
These new stories are called fractured fairy tales.
Changes Authors Might Make
New or Different
Characters
Switch Good and Bad
Characters
Different Setting

Make it Funny

Make it Modern
New or Different
Events
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Graphics & Fonts
A special thank you to these talented artists for the use of their graphics
and fonts. Click on the buttons to visit their stores.

Rebekah Brock
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